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Abstract: – In a world of fast evolving standards in wireless communication systems it is desirable to build 
flexible radio front–ends that have to be reconfigured rather then redesigned if a standard is changing or a new 
standard is introduced. This is the driving idea behind software defined radio (SDR). SDR systems today 
usually employ several parallel ADC sampling channels for direct down conversion to be able to process 
various radio channels at once (see e. g. [1]). Although greatly benefiting from the use of dedicated ASICs and 
FPGAs these systems are still very complex. An alternative approach to such architectures is offered by using a 
single (or at most dual) ADC direct down conversion system exploiting nonuniform sampling instead of 
uniform sampling. This enables alias–free signal processing in a frequency range determined by the systems 
time quantum. We briefly explain the motivation behind nonuniform sampling in our introduction. The 
challenge when sampling radio signals nonuniformly lies in the generation of precise, predictable (i. e. pseudo 
random) sampling instances. These instances have to be produced with picosecond precision like required in 
uniform undersampling applications mentioned above. Deliberate nonuniform sampling requires a sampling 
driver (SD) conveniently implemented in FPGAs. The FPGA has to be clocked by a low jitter clock generator 
(exposing 3 ps RMS cycle-to-cycle jitter or less). Such clock sources are not available for all frequency ranges 
and are often very expensive. Therefore it is inevitable to use a delay locked loop (DLL) or phase locked loop 
(PLL), respectively, to generate correct sampling pulse timings which unfortunately adds unacceptable degree 
of jitter to the sampling pulses.  

In this paper we propose a remedy to the added DLL jitter. The proposed jitter reducing methodology is 
robust and will work in a variety of nonuniform sampling driver designs. The obtained results are verified by 
jitter measurements based on an algorithm introduced in [12]. 
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1 Introduction 
A sampling driver is a device connected directly to 
the encode input of an ADC. In contrast to traditional 
sampling systems applying a fixed frequency clock 
to the ADC encode input our approach applies a 
randomised train of sampling pulses to the ADC. 
Assuming that the SD system clock period clk  is 
matched to the minimum ADC conversion time the 
alias-free bandwidth gain is given by  
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where q  is the time quantum realised using a 
DCDL. It is the least significant delay step (see [10] 
for details). Earlier publications [10,11] showed 
efficient architectures to construct a suitable 
sampling scheme modelled by (2) taking 
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nonuniform samples. The statistical properties (i. e. 

PDF of sampling instances n  and intersample 
intervals) of a randomised sampling scheme must be 
designed carefully to avoid spurious frequencies in 
the spectrum of randomly sampled signals (see [10] 
and [9]). The sampling instances n  are random 
variables and are placed on a grid with spacing . 
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The main goal is to generate a suitable sampling 
point density function (SPDF) . ( )sD t ( )sD t  
possesses unit [ ]1 s  and its magnitude is determined 
by the probability that time point t will become a 
sampling instance. A suitably constructed random 
sampling scheme will possess a constant SPDF with 
a value given by q mT T  (where mT  is the mean 
sampling period). This implies that the sampling 
process (2) has a constant mean sampling rate 

1m mf T= , a valid assumption for a SD system with 
deliberate randomised sampling. For a more 



complete coverage of nonuniform sampling and the 
details on how to construct a suitable nonuniform 
sampling scheme for alias suppression see [2-
4,6,7,13]. A favourable scheme producing a constant 
SPDF is additive random sampling (ARS) explained 
in [3,15]. It is implemented by the architecture 
referred to in this paper. 

In an actual implementation of a nonuniform 
sampling system an ARS scheme will be applied to a 
RF signal ( )RFx t . The only condition that the signal 
has to fulfil is that the sum of all the bands in which 
it is present must not exceed [0, 2]fm . These 
subbands may be distributed arbitrarily within the 
alias free range [ ]0, 2qff ∈  as depicted in Fig. 1b. 
This distinguishes nonuniform from uniform 
sampling. When sampling uniformly the signal’s 
allowed total bandwidth is [ ]0, 2clk  with clkf f  being 
the clock frequency of the uniform sampling system. 
If ( )RFX f  is chosen to be present above 2clkf  then 
this is referred to as undersampling. Bands 
possessing the same alias inside the baseband have to 
be avoided, as they cannot be distinguished. Fig. 1a 
illustrates this. It gives an example where band 3  
marked with X cannot be chosen because it would 
possess the same baseband alias as . 
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Thus, for a fixed sampling frequency clkf  there are 
always a lot of invalid subband combinations for 

( )RFX f  which in a world of an ever growing 
demand for bandwidth and demand to dynamically 
configure the radio front–end of a communication 

system represents a serious limitation in terms of 
configurability. The advantage of using nonuniform 
sampling as opposed to uniform undersampling is 
obvious. In a radio front–end of software defined 
radio systems nonuniform sampling gives more 
flexibility to select multiple bands in a 
reconfigurable RF system.  

It should be noted that in the case of nonuniform 
sampling the subbands, as indicated in Fig. 1b, when 
spaced uniformly along the frequency axis, can be 
used to analyse a periodic signal. The harmonic 
components of which in the case of uniform 
sampling would alias into baseband unifB . This 
technique is utilised in sampling scopes to analyse 
wideband periodic signals (described e. g. in [14]). 
Herley [5, p. 1562] defines a measure of sampling 
efficiency (SE) using a partitioning into  
subbands as  
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Where effB  is the effective bandwidth of the signal 
and max  the maximum allowable bandwidth 
according to the sampling theorem with 

B
1
2max mB f=  

in the nonuniform and 1
2max clkB = f  in the uniform 

case, respectively. The notion i  and iB B  refer to the 
width of the ith subband reserved for analysis and 
the portion of the ith subband actually occupied by 
the signal, respectively. Thus i iB B≥  and 

1SE ≤ always hold and, as long as mf  can be 
tailored to the effective bandwidth of the analysed 
signal by a nonuniform sampling driver, achievable 
sampling efficiencies for nonuniform sampling 
prevail over the more restricted case of uniform 
sampling as long as placement of sampling instants 
is at least as accurate as in the uniform 
undersampling case.  
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Fig. 1: Placement of subbands in a system utilising a.) 
uniform (under)sampling and b.) nonuniform additive 
random sampling ( ADCin – analogue bandwidth of used 
ADC, uni

B
fB – total bandwidth provided by uniform 

sampling, nuB – total bandwidth provided by nonuniform 
sampling, DASP – digital alias–free signal processing 
(DASP) bandwidth usable by subbands of 

B

2 Sampling Instance Creation  
The sampling point creation process is implemented 
using a SD comprising from a control unit, a pseudo 
random number generator (PRNG) and a digitally 
controllable delay line (DCDL). The architecture we 
use is sketched in Fig. 2.  
The DCDL is the most vital part of the SD since it 
realises the time quantum step q . PRNG and control 
unit reside in a FPGA but for the DCDL an external 
specialised chip is used. It would be beneficial to 
have the DCDL integrated onto the SD chip but such 
functionality is currently not available in FPGA 
chips. The sampling instant creation algorithm is 

TnuB ). 



implemented in the control unit as a finite state 
machine (FSM). It can be summarised as  

given in Table 1. Actually, the algorithm in Table 1 
is a little more complicated because in our prototype 
the attached ADC is a pipelined design and needs 
maintenance pulses 

while the SD is in idle state. However, this is left out 
here to focus on nonuniform sampling instance 
creation.  

2.1 Sampling Pulse Jitter 
It has been pointed out that nonuniform sampling is 
most reasonably applied to direct digital signal 
processing of radio signals. Our reference design 
therefore uses a time quantum q  of 625 ps 
delivering an alias-free bandwidth of 800 MHz 
suitable to directly scan a larger portion of the RF 
spectrum by digital means. The bandwidth of 
800 MHz is well tuned to the analogue bandwidth of 
the used ADC (AD9433) of 750 MHz. The time 
quantum of 625 ps represents a challenge in terms of 
chip and PCB design. Hence, the sampling system 
must be carefully constructed with regard to signal 
integrity issues. The jitter sensitive path connecting 
the components involved (i. e. FPGA, DCDL and 
ADC) is drawn bold in Fig. 2. Actually, the path 

from the clock generator to the FPGA is involved too 
but not covered by Fig. 2. We use a low jitter (≤ 1 ps 
RMS), 100 MHz oscillator to clock the FPGA. But 
as indicated in Fig. 2 (CLK2X) this clock has to be 
doubled inside the FPGA to drive the FSM of the 
sampling driver. Two standard approaches exist to 
achieve such clock doubling; either through use of a 
DLL or PLL, respectively. We use a digital clock 
management (DCM) unit featuring a DLL.  
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Fig. 2: Fundamental structure of an ARS sampler based 
on a random number generator coupled with a phase 
shifter.  

The random numbers along with the sampling 
pulses coming from the control unit are passed to the 
DCDL. The DCDL delays incoming pulses 
according to the applied random number and 
eventually drives the ADC encode input. The ideal 
delay step width of 625 ps and integer multiples of it 
can practically not be realised due to fluctuations in 
the DCDL delay steps caused by the chip production 
process. Therefore, a calibration procedure is vital to 
determine the true delay step values of a particular 
DCDL. Unfortunately delay step values are also 
temperature dependent. The errors of the sampling 
instants produced by the SD can thus be partitioned 
into two categories: First, systematic errors, delay 
fluctuations due to manufacturing deviations on a per 
DCDL chip basis. Errors due to temperature drift 
also fall into this category. Second, random errors, 
these comprise from random shifts on a per cycle 
basis stemming from different error sources. This 
error is usually referred to as cycle-to-cycle jitter. 
Jitter coming from the clock source and jitter added 
by the FPGA fall into this category.  

 
1. If start signal is or becomes asserted issue a 

pulse to the DCDL, instruct PRNG to generate 
next random number (will occur on next rising 
clock edge). 

2. If MSB of random number is asserted insert a 
180° phase shift (effectively leaving out one 
clock cycle for the sampling pulse to follow). 

3. Start over with first step.  

Table 1: Sampling instance creation algorithm. 
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Fig. 3: Sampling driver with calibration module. 

In order to quantify both systematic and random 
errors we developed a calibration algorithm 
presented in [12]. This algorithm uses the setup 
shown in Fig. 3 requiring an additional calibration 
daughter module attached to our digitiser. The 
advantage of such a structure is that the clock which 
the ADC uses for encoding as well as the test signal 



{ }are derived from the same clock source via the two 
paths labelled 1  and 2  in Fig. 3, respectively. 
Therefore, both signals possess the same medium 
and long-term phase drift (often referred to as 
wander) seen over several hundreds or thousands of 
clock cycles. This is important because it eliminates 
errors due to asynchronous phase drift when 
measuring in picosecond range.  

The sampled calibration sine wave is depicted in 
Fig. 4. One would expect a flat line with some added 
noise since the SD is working in uniform mode when 
calibration data is gathered. As is clearly observed, 
besides the expected noise, there are odd transitions. 
It looks as if the signal makes sudden jumps. More 
precisely, it is like it would not be exactly the 
sampled sine wave but the sine wave plus some 
added signal. As it turns out the deviations are 
produced due to the clock phase corrections carried 
out by the digital clock management unit (DCM) 
inside the FPGA.  

This unit is responsible for creating the FPGA 
internal phase aligned 200 MHz and 100 MHz clock 
signals. We use a model of the calibration signal cx  

 ( ) ( )(ˆ ˆcos 2c c c c s ) cx t a f t d oπ ϕ= + +  (4) 

were  represents the estimated amplitude and  
being the offset estimate, respectively. The actual 
delay steps of the DCDL being part of the 
nonuniform sampling system can thus be determined 
by statistical means. The phase of the calibration 
signal is a function of the delay value c  passed to 
the delay chip on the calibration module. A sampling 
pulse phase shift of the SD between two consecutive 
sampling pulses is, assuming that 
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With estimates  and  obtained 
from delay determination as well as 

ˆ 1807ca = ˆ 5.2co = − 
{ }2max 174x =  

and 1min 4x = −  obtained from a representative 
data set we obtain a maximum phase shift estimate 
of  ps for our prototype. This is well within 
the specified value of ±150 ps provided in 
[16, M3, p.32], yet, represents a serious source of 
sampling instance placement error (about 25% of the 
time quantum we use). Though most of the time the 
shift will be less than this maximum the whole 
measurement is contaminated by this random error 
source. In fact in a lot of data sets gathered with our 
prototype board it is evident that the DCM unit 
produces a phase modulation frequency of around 
125 kHz. Phase jumps with same polarity are 
approximately 8 µs apart. This is reflected in the 
spectrum by the presents of two sidebands ± 125 kHz 
accompanying the fundamental of our calibration 
signal. The resulting spectrum is depicted in Fig. 5.  
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Fig. 5: PSD of 100 MHz calibration signal sampled 
nonuniformly while DCM jitter is present. The 125 kHz 
modulation side bands are easily spotted. Magnitude of 
the side lobes varies with degree of DCM phase 
correction present during sample acquisition.  
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Fig. 4: Excerpt from DCM “corrupted” data, 100 MHz 
sine wave test signal sampled uniformly at 100 MSPS. 

Note that the spectrum of the calibration signal is 
only revealed using advanced signal processing  
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Fig. 6: Statistics of DCDL step delay for tap delay two 
whith DCM jitter present at the ADC ENCODE input. 
Statistic estimates were obtained from 65536 samples. 

tailored to nonuniform sampled data such as the 
sequential component extraction (SeCoEx) algorithm 



described in [8] and also [12]. Only a selected 
portion of interest is show in Fig. 5. In Fig. 6 we 
present representative statistics of DCDL delay when 
digital code two is applied to the DELAY tap. 
Standard deviations of other delay steps are around 
6 ps too.  

3 Sampling Instance Jitter Reduction 
Clearly, for any serious measurement the error 
source presented in the previous section has to be 
suppressed as much as possible. We therefore 
propose a simple yet effective circuitry as a remedy 
to the jitter problem depicted in Fig. 7.  

After the SD core has generated the sampling 
pulses they should be passed through a “clock gate”. 
The idea is that the high precision clock that entered 
the FPGA will also be used to clock this „clock gate“ 
when pulses are leaving the chip.  

This will only work if the clock signals CLK and 
CLK2X (see Fig. 7) are aligned. This is true for the 

used DCM. But there is another problem which 
waiting to be solved. The original system clock is 
100 MHz yet the SD clock is 200 MHz and edges 
appear on a 5 ns grid. Thus, when clocking the 
“clock gate” with only 100 MHz, sampling pulses 
will eventually get lost invalidating the whole 
sampling scheme!  

The perturbation presented in Fig. 4 can be 
overcome using double data rate (DDR) flip flops 
(see e. g. [16, M2, p.3]). DDR flip flops are realised 
using two interleaved signal paths for one output. 
The delays for both paths are matched with high 
precision in the input output blocks (IOBs) of the 
FPGA. DDR flip flops can be instantiated as black 
box components and serve as clock gate virtually 
operating at the required rate of 200 MHz. The 
double data rate components have to be inferred at 
the IOBs of the FPGA to ensure optimal alignment 
of edges between signals leaving the FPGA chip 
(single bits of the random number as well as the 
sampling pulses). Fig. 8 shows the 100 MSPS  
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Fig. 7: DDR solution to DCM sampling jitter corruption. 
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Fig. 8: Excerpt from sampling data, 100 MHz sine wave 
test signal sampled uniformly at 100 MSPS. The DCM 
jitter evident in Fig. 4 has completely been canceled out.  

uniform sampled test signal after the described 
modification was made to the SD VHDL design. As 
is easily observed the corruption by the added DCM 
jitter has been removed completely. Fig. 9  
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Fig. 9: Statistics of DCDL step delay for tap code two 
when DCM jitter is eliminated. Statistic estimates were 
obtained using 65536 samples. 



shows the impact on the statistical estimation. Given 
the fact that the precision of delay estimation is 
already high with respect to the used time quantum 
the relative reduction of the delivered standard 
deviation by 22% is impressive. The improvement is 
also evident in the spectrum of the nonuniform 
sampled calibration signal as Fig. 10 reveals. 
Modulation side lobes present in Fig. 5 have 
disappeared all together.  

4 Conclusions 
If nonuniform sampling techniques are to make their 
way into mainstream designs then one utterly 
important component is the calibration module (see 
Fig. 3). Such a module was introduced in [12]. It 
enables estimation of the actual delay steps of the 
sampling driver. For this algorithm to work most 
effectively it is vital that the SD design presents a 
pseudo-randomised sampling to the ADC with the 
least jitter possible. It has been found by 
implementation of a prototype board featuring a 
Xilinx Virtex-II FPGA that a considerable source of 
cycle-to-cycle jitter is the internally provided digital 
clock manager (which is using a DLL to control the 
frequency of the internal clock/clocks). The DCM is 
provided to perform certain tasks with regard to the 
system clock like clock doubling, phase shifting etc. 
In our sampling driver design we require a doubled 
system clock in order to produce the nonuniform 
sampling scheme that will remove alias or spurious 
spectral content up to the equivalent frequency qf . 
The benefit of sampling nonuniformly is a 
considerably increased freedom to choose direct 
digital processing bands for direct processing of 
radio signals e. g. inside SDR applications.  

What we have shown in this paper is that a “clock 
gate” can be used efficiently to remove jitter added 

by an internal DLL. The proposed methodology is 
applicable also when using a PLL for clock 
doubling. The proposed method enabled us to reduce 
the standard deviation of our delay step 
determination algorithm by as much as 22%.  

This leads to the conclusion that a “clock gate” 
should always be used for SD chip generated 
sampling pulses when clock doubling techniques are 
used involving clock edge controlling elements such 
as a DLL or PLL. 
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Fig. 10: PSD of the 100 MHz calibration signal (only 
selected section around fundamental displayed) sampled 
nonuniformly with 66mf MHz= . Data gathered after 
DCM jitter had been eliminated.  
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